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ANNOUNCEMENT
Contact us

Go paperless to save the trees!

Wisma AUPE,
295 Upper Paya Lebar Road,
SIngapore 534929

Wish to share a story with us?

6280 8033
admin@aupe.org.sg
www.aupe.org.sg
www.facebook.com/aupe.sg

Drop us an email at admin@aupe.org.sg using your personal account
to start receiving this publication in your email!

Send your photos and write-up to sarah_cheng@aupe.org.sg today!
Like us on www.facebook.com/aupe.sg for the latest updates on our
upcoming events!

Correction
It was mentioned in the previous issue that “Young AUPE and
volunteers from the NEA Staff Branch, AUPE and Young NTUC
celebrated National Day with workers from Tuas Incineration Plant
(TIP), the fourth refuse incineration plant in Singapore burning
close to 3,000 tonnes of refuse daily.” It should have read that Tuas
Incineration Plant (TIP) was the second refuse incineration plant
in Singapore burning close to 1,700 tonnes of refuse daily.

Industrial Relations

AUPE–ITE–UITS
collaborate to raise awareness on
re-employment for Reporting Officers
In a first ever, AUPE-ITE-UITS
conducted 2 workshops on 16
and 23 Jan 2017 for about 180
reporting officers (ROs). The
3-hour workshop’s objectives
were to:
a. Keep ROs abreast on
the latest re-employment
legislation changes
b. Highlight the important
role that managers play
in ensuring that mature
workers are re-employed
beyond 62 in a mutually
beneficial way in ITE
c. Emphasise the need
for early engagement and
a
robust
performance
management process
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The participants learnt the
rationale
for
such
a
legislation in Singapore, the
latest developments and the
re-employment process in ITE.
The workshop also provided the
opportunity for them to raise
their concerns on re-employment
matters and hear of feedback
from the mature staff in ITE
on re-employment.

The session concluded with
case studies and dialogues
between the participants, both
unions and the management.
Many participants found the
workshop
refreshing
and
learnt how to manage the
re-employment phase of their
team members.
AUPE applauds the efforts of
ITE in collaborating with the
unions and welcomes agencies
to work with AUPE in reaching
out to the ground on issues of
the day.

More SCORE
officers to
be fully
represented
with new CA
AUPE and the Singapore
Corporation of Rehabilitative
Enterprises (SCORE) renewed
their strong working relationship
on 7 November 2016 with the
new Collective Agreement (CA).
The CA was signed in the
presence of union officials,
management
partners
and
members. The improvements in
the CA signified SCORE’s
continuous intent of partnering
the union in caring for their
officers.
Shariffa Bagham, Chairman of

the SCORE Staff Branch, saw
the new CA as an important
milestone for SCORE – it was the
first time the CA covered officers
holding managerial positions.
“I’m happy that our members
can continue to enjoy fair
workplace practices and good
working
relationship,
which
is beneficial to both the
management and AUPE.”
AUPE thanks SCORE for the
close partnership and looks
forward
to
even
stronger
labour-management ties.

Key CA improvements
at a glance:
• Increase in scope of
representation to fully cover
almost the entire spectrum
of MX12-equivalent officers
in SCORE
• Including
the
Long
Service Award (LSA) and
Special Appreciation Award
(SAA) in the CA

Branch officials upgrade to serve
members better as graduates of Advanced
Certificate in Industrial Relations (ACIR)
84 hours of in-class
training. Numerous
take-home assignments.
Two examinations.
But our union officials brothers
Heng Swee Keng and Joseph
Oh from the Singapore Sports
Council Staff branch did us
proud for having done well in
the ACIR course, with Joseph
graduating as one of the top
scorers in class.

From right: Brother Joseph Oh,
AUPE’s Deputy General Secretary
Sean Tan, Brother Heng Swee Keng,
and his wife and two daughters

“All union leaders and those
aspiring to be one should
attend this course. In order to
do any type of work effectively
and efficiently, we need the
knowledge and the correct tools
of the trade.”

“The many new like-minded
union leaders and friends I
networked with in the course
broadened my knowledge of
issues faced by workers outside
the public sector,” chirped
Brother Heng when asked what
he liked most about the course.

have made in the course of
helping their fellow workers.”

The recipient of the NTUC
FairPrice Achievement Award,
Brother
Joseph
concurred
that the course gave him the
technical knowledge on union
and employment laws. “It also
gave me better knowledge of
myself and the areas I can
contribute to the branch under
the guidance of senior leaders.”

“My father’s commitment to
people around him – that is one
thing we all learnt from him, that
no matter what, he will always
be there for us.”

The many hours of in-class
training meant lesser time for
work and family. Sometimes,
both had to put in extra hours
to complete their work and
take-home assignments.
“But this is nothing,” said
Brother Joseph, “as compared
to
the
untold
personal
sacrifice all union leaders

Brother Heng’s older daughter,
Corinne, who was beaming with
pride as she spoke about her
father, also shared with us the
one thing that makes her proud.

ACIR graduates with (from left)
Steve Tan, Director of OTCI;
John De Payva, President Emeritus,
NTUC; Heng Chee How,
Deputy Secretary-General of NTUC;
DPM Tharman Shanmugaratnam;
Chan Chun Sing, Secretary-General
of NTUC; Bob Tan, Senior Advisor,
SNEF; and Prof Tsui Kai Chong,
Provost, SIM University
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AUPE & JICHIRO fortify close
ties through visit to Singapore
AUPE
welcomed
delegation
from

the
the

All Japan Prefectural and
Municipal
Workers
Union
(JICHIRO)
last
December,
along with fellow public sector
unions
Singapore
Urban
Redevelopment
Authority
(SURAWU),
Housing
and
Development Board Staff Union
(HDBSU) and Public Utilities
Board Employees’ Union.
The
one-week
exchange
provided an insight to the
Japanese delegation on the
vital role our public sector
unions play in our nation’s
progress.

JICHIRO representatives with AUPE staff & officials

AUPE & JICHIRO officials
sharing at the workshop

The visit included a workshop
in AUPE and tours to NTUC
Centre, the HDB Gallery and
Habitat, URA’s City Gallery,
and
the
Lower
Seletar
Waterworks.
Our Japanese friends impressed
us with their upcoming plans
for their workers, including the
use of robotic devices and
technology to lessen the burden
of healthcare workers in their
workplaces.
The visit was part of our
longstanding, regular exchange
programme with JICHIRO, which
has effectively strengthened our
fraternal ties over the many
years.

JICHIRO reps with SURAWU officials

No more division status
for civil servants from 1 Jan 2017
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The Public Service Division
(PSD) has announced that
officers of the civil service will
be referred to by their existing
grades from 1 Jan 2017, instead
of their division status.

In addition, when assessing
mid-career candidates, PSD
said that having relevant work
experience would be more vital
than academic credentials.

A job seeker with no work
experience could be assessed by
their educational qualifications,
but the career progression of an
officer would be based on job
performance, his or her readiness
in taking on greater responsibilities
and demonstrated work ability.

“This is in line with the civil
service’s move towards
recognising people by their
capabilities and potential
rather than their education
level.”
GS Yeo Chun Fing

Membership

Young AUPE
A Bundle Of Fun
Young AUPE spiced up the months of October and November 2016 with a bundle of exciting events
specially arranged for the zestiest group of AUPE members – the youth and the young at heart!

Saluting the pioneers
@ Dignity Kitchen
(22 Oct 2016)

Archery Tagging
& Bubble Bumping
@ The Cage, Kallang
(5 Nov 2016)

What good are Saturdays if not
spent meaningfully? Volunteers
from Young AUPE knew just
how to make great use of their
weekend – they gathered at
Dignity Kitchen to host a lunch
for 40 seniors.
The event tested our volunteers’
quick wit as they were tasked
to learn simple sign language
from Uncle Peter, one of the
beneficiaries of the Kitchen,
right before the seniors arrived.
The
participants
showed
commendable team spirit as
some served the seniors the
lunch prepared by the Kitchen
while others sang to them with
their angelic voices.

Appreciating coffee
@ Bettr Barista Coffee
Academy (30 Oct 2016)
We may love the smell and
bittersweet taste of a good
cuppa, but how much do we
actually know about the cup of
black gold we sip every day?
Thanks to Young AUPE, coffee
-lovers got the chance to learn
different methods of coffee
-brewing and try their hands
at latte art at Bettr Barista.
A professional coffee academy,
Bettr Barista is the first social
enterprise to adopt a wholeperson
approach
dedicated
towards improving the lives
of disadvantaged women and
youths at risk by teaching them
a skill – how to make coffee.

Some of the most fun-loving
youths got their adrenaline
pumping at The Cage through
two team games - Combat
Archery Tag and Bubble Bump.
In
Combat
Archery
Tag,
participants were tasked to
shoot their opponents with a
bow and arrow to complete the
tasks given. For Bubble Bump,
each player was enveloped
inside a giant plastic bubble
and had to compete in soccer
as they bumped opponents off
their feet - all while keeping
their balance with this added
weight.
The three hours of non-stop
running, shooting and bumping
was worth it to see all participants
getting to know each other while
enjoying themselves.

Youths, you are wanted!
If you are 35 years or under, and
have awesome ideas on what we
can do for other youths, contact
us at youngaupe@gmail.com!
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AUPE
Women’s
Committee
Heroes in
the making
Not everyone can be a superhero,
but about 30 AUPE women
members and our loved ones
got to be like the Avengers for
a day on 3 Dec 2016.

Our heroes-to-be gathered as
early as 9am to embark on
a hero-making journey, with
specially prepared goodie bags
filled with nutritious delights to
keep them energised through
the day.
The 90-min Jurong Heritage
trail is part of National Heritage
Board’s ongoing efforts in
encouraging Singaporeans to
discover the rich heritage of
Singapore in a healthy and
meaningful way.

Having warmed up from the
long walk, all of us then partook
in the Avengers training at the
Marvel’s Avengers S.T.A.T.I.O.N
in the Singapore Science Centre
to also become an Avenger.
Just imagine how excited we
were – it was the first time the
largest and most interactive
edition of the Marvel’s Avengers
S.T.A.T.I.O.N was showcased in
Southeast Asia!
@ Jurong Lake

Hear from the 1-day heroes:
Lots of bonding
and activity for
the young
and matured.
Good job,
AUPE
Women’s
Comm!

The event was an
interesting voyage
of history and
discovery! It was a
pleasant sight to see
the young and old
enjoying themselves
at the exhibition!

Bijal

Surianah

This power-packed event was organised
by the AUPE Women’s Committee and
supported by the AUPE Club.

@ Science Centre

We enjoyed our time in the
S.T.A.T.I.O.N which spanned
over 2,000 square metres and
took a peek at intelligence
files, classified studies, and
experiments that resulted in
the birth of the Avengers.
The exhibition’s highlight had
to be learning about vibranium,
which
Captain
America’s
indestructible shield was made
of and its scientific properties!
Article by:
Adeliza bte Abdul Mutalib
Member of NEA Staff Branch
and AUPE Women’s
Committee

Want to meet more like-minded women,
or take part in our family-friendly events?
Join the AUPE Women’s Committee as a
woman activist today by sending an email to
admin@aupe.org.sg!

Celebrating friendships,
new & old at SP Branch’s Malacca Trip
Just months after their well-received Durian Trip, the Singapore Polytechnic (SP) Staff branch
returned with a much-anticipated Malacca Trip.
down Jonker Street with fellow
members and their loved ones?
After a good night’s rest, we
visited Malacca’s famous places
of interest the next morning and
took in the beauty of Flora de
La Mar, Porta De Santiago,
and the Dutch Square.
All smiles while touring Malacca’s places of interest

Getting up early on a Saturday
morning is definitely not an
easy feat for most, but 84 of us,
including members from other
branches, did just that on 26 Nov
2016 when we boarded the bus
to Malacca excitedly at 7am.
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The early bird catches the
worm, indeed – we cleared the
customs in about an hour and
were soon having breakfast in
Johor Bahru.

Our bus ride to Malacca was
far from boring, with stops at a
local product shop, a Chinese
restaurant for lunch and a visit
to the newly opened Freeport
A’Famosa outlet for shopping.
Soon enough, we were at
Malacca and all ready for a
nostalgic Nyonya Dinner with
all- time favourites like Assam
Fish and Chicken Rendang.
And what better way to digest
the satisfying meal than a stroll

We even got a chance to try
the famous Klebang Coconut
shake after our sumptuous
Teochew lunch! A buffet dinner
at the Malay Village restaurant
marked our last meal in Malaysia
before we headed home tired
but very happy from a weekend
well spent with fellow members,
friends and loved ones.
Chan Kok Wai
Chairman,
Singapore Polytechnic
(SP) Staff Branch

AUPE brings X’mas
early to Society
for the Aged Sick
Though not quite as
overfed as the real Santa,
AUPE’s very own Santa

Claus-es brought joy to the
residents of the Society for the
Aged Sick in the form of medical
equipment, sumptuous food and
by simply spending time with
them.

Close to 20 AUPE officials and
staff visited the wards on 19 Nov
2016 to distribute soft biscuits
and speak with the residents.
It was heartening to see the
small gesture bring a smile
to their faces.

Distributing snacks to
residents in the wards

Serving up a nutritious lunch
to residents in the hall

We also got to meet Mrs Chow,
an AUPE member whose
husband is a resident of the
Society. She recalled how he
collapsed in June 2016 due to a
severe stroke, which happened
suddenly after he complained
of a headache. The stroke had
left him in a vegetative state till
today.

Mrs Chow (centre, in white), with General Secretary Yeo Chun Fing (far right),
General Treasurer Ratnam Rajaram (second from left) and
Deputy General Secretary Katherine Loh (far left) visiting Mr Chow at his ward

She shared her story with
hopes of shedding light on the
importance of staying healthy
and going for regular health
check-ups.
We sincerely hope for the best
for Mrs Chow’s family.
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Have What it Takes to
Represent AUPE in the Union Games?
If so, the AUPE Club wants you!
Seize the chance to pit your skills against players from other unions
in the sporting categories listed below.

7-a-side Soccer, Badminton, Table Tennis, Beach Games,
10 & 21km Runs, 3-on-3 Basketball, Mixed Netball, Bowling, 9 Ball Pool
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FANTASTIC PRIZES TO BE WON!

To register your interest today, drop an email to norliana@aupe.org.sg.

